Anti-inflammatory pre-treatment and the resultant effects of interleukin-10: adjuncts to multi-therapeutical strategies.
With the advent of off-pump coronary bypass surgery, there is increasing demand for research in attenuating the deleterious effects of cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB). An improved understanding of the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) has distinguished which areas of components have the most adverse effects and which are, in fact, anti-inflammatory. This classification of inflammatory components allows strategic treatment for those likely to cause the most clinically significant 'effect', suitably termed 'effectors'. This article will identify current methods in treating 'effectors', as well as those components having anti-inflammatory effects. This article selectively features certain inflammatory components by: (1) grouping them as being 'mediators' or 'effectors'; (2) relating them to interleukin-10 (IL-10) and treatments potentiating anti-inflammatory effects; (3) summarizing their mechanisms of action; (4) recognizing the time periods during bypass exhibiting peak levels; and (5) investigating current treatment. methods and identifying their significance to 'effectors'. A literature search in MEDLINE was performed, featuring articles of the English-language within the past 5 years. Because of the characteristic of having interlinked multi-component cascades, it is evident that treating SIRS with a one-dimensional method would be inadequate. This article not only confirms the importance of a multi-factorial therapeutic approach, but also targets the inflammatory components having the highest potential for causing direct tissue damage, known as 'effectors'. In addition, previous studies have found IL-10 to have 'regulatory effects' during periods of excessive pro-inflammatory stimuli. These findings may arouse new ideas in exploring the area of anti-inflammatory cytokines. In fact, future treatments may suggest a new classification featuring 'mediators', 'effectors', and 'regulators'.